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TANGER-MED RESIDENTIAL:  WATER TOWERS AND FIVE HUNDRED HOMES 
 

                        SISTERNES GARCIA, ANGELA_THESIS MEMORANDUM 

 INTRODUCTION: A SPECIAL LANDSCAPE & THE DOMESTIC FIELD    

Tanger-Med’s landscaped environment seems too beautiful to project a whole city with innocence and 

impunity. 

The landscape quality is stunning, its woods and forests’ beauty and the soothing environment of the 

cafés near Dhalia beach set such an idyllic presence, so opposite to any foolish idea of urban 

development. 

 

BUILDING UP ON A NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

The very first issue I achieved for my proposal consisted in gathering together information about the 

social context and the site contents: a pre-existing highway and a road respectively run across and 

embrace the place; there are small informal settlements spread out the area; two mountain ranges, 

emerging population areas, a preserved site for the forthcoming multipurpose Port Complex, and a huge 

piece of Mediterranean Valley landscape between both mountain ridges, in which a former torrential 

flow used to run down on its way to the Mediterranean Sea. 

The project’s strategy consists of starting making decisions using and inverse logic: instead of beginning 

the proposal arguing “here is where I am building”, I decided to think on purpose “which existing areas 

are not to be considered, asking myself: Where am I not going to build?” 

 

FACILITIES’ RELEVANCE AS A LINK BETWEEN RURAL AND DOMESTIC SCOPES 

This proposal aims to solve both rural and domestic scales. For this 

creating an intermediate action scale helps me to do so. A spread out 

facilities system, set in a gridded order all over the site: on one hand 

this grid helps me to accomplish the topographic slopes and on other 

each facility represents an urban hotspot, for ordering the residential 

clusters. 

 

FIVE HUNDRED HOMES IN TANGER-MED 

The necessary homes that formalise Tanger-Med population are set together in 17.5 metre x 17.5 metre 

lots. Each lot includes 3 homes. The lot is designed as a puzzle piece, in other words, it can rotate around 

its axis, so that different public spaces layout in the ground floor. 

 

 CLUSTERING THE SITE      

The proposal sits on a waste void generated after land clearing works, which took part of the land gain 

strategy in the Port's construction. The landscape embraces a steep topography with landslide and 

torrential downpour hazards. Consequently rainfall control is specially taken into account to make the site 

appropriate for building. Besides, the project traces a convenient road which connects conveniently to 

the port. 

The project also requires a limited area for the homes. Thus, those areas that are needed for urban use 

are removed from the total: 

 

> Steep slopes, 

> Saturated water grounds and natural torrential flows, 

> Facilities layout and roads. 
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 FACILITIES SYSTEM      

 

URBANISM IN DIFFERENT TOPOGRAPHIC LEVELS 

The services grid is in charge of integrating the open spaces, 

the natural landscape components and the urban structure: 

parks and bioclimatic gardens strategically placed according 

to the grid. This in turn performs a network of public use 

condensers that connect among the different levels due to 

the topography of the site: level +62 metres, the highest one, 

level +58 metres and level +54 metres, the lowest one. 

 

THE WATER TOWERS 

The site is a land cleared space, up to 60 metre-high in some contours, in a natural environment. 

Steep sloped and in-flow for several streams along the year. It is essential to board the torrential water 

issue and to re-stream it. The site acts like a funnel, which means that there are landslide and flooding 

hazards. 

 

Consequently, the generatrix of the proposal is rainwater harvesting and piping. The system may take part 

in some areas of the site, leaving the rest for settlements. I took the decision to preserve some areas for 

rain water harvesting, and the subsequent water treatment for making use of this water in public use: 

 

1> Rain water harvesting. 

2> Water extraction using bombs. 

3> Sanitation by a gravity system  

4> Storage, cisterns. 
5> Pipping and facility use. 

  

The Water Towers are a facilities network which, apart from resolving rainwater concerns, perform: 

> Available places where GREY WATER TREATMENT storages can be built; 

> URBAN ORDERING ELEMENTS and joints for the housing setting in plan; 

> URBAN HOTSPOTS which generate recreational scapes around themselves. 

 

I distinguished five types of water towers, depending on the placement and their use:  

> Treatment Water Towers: 

These towers are apart from the built area. They are located above the in-flow rainwater harvesting 

lagoons. Treatment Water Towers are functional and house the machinery needed for rainwater’s sewage 

and treatment. Once the process is completed, this water is piped to the next Tower, the Bath house 

Tower. As for the layout of free space generated, it includes hydroponic vegetation.  

 

> Bath house Water Towers: 

They are located next to the harvesting lagoons, storing the clean water that is piped from the Treatment 

Tower.  

It is necessary to create an open space for delight called “Bioclimatic Gardens”. 

Each bath house contains a built program for public use, among others: lobby, distributing space, men 

locker rooms, women locker rooms, men room, women room, cafeteria. 

 

> Meditation Water Towers: 

Only accessible through the pedestrian paths among facilities. They act like ordering elements when 

setting the homes together in plan. The facility includes a rainwater harvesting system. Then that water is 

stored and piped below ground towards Reunion Water Houses. 

At each Meditation Tower space there must a facility which may contain: a lobby, corridors and a indoor 

continuous space for meditation. 

 

> Reunion Water Towers: 

They are located next to main roads. These facilities may include a water storage space. That water is 

used for gardening and cleaning open urban spaces. The free space around must display recreational 

scapes with wooden and rubber pavements, sheets of water and gardens. 

 

> View Point Water Towers: 

The closest facilities to main accesses. They work as vertical connections in the site. Together they layout 

a network of hotspots to enjoy the panoramic views of the landscape. Speaking of Construction, they are 

modular structures with walk-in roofing. The open space generated is whole the site environment. 
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 THE HOMES & THE BUILDING SYSTEM    

Considering density and various inhabitants’ typologies, Tanger-Med architecture projecting means 

complexity. That is why the micro-city must house forthcoming inhabitants such as the port’s employees 

and serve pre-existing informal population to settle down in the area as well. 

 

WHAT DOES ONE LOT LOOK LIKE? 

The lot module, base for the site, performs several 

spaces according to the privacy of use: 

On the ground floor the recreational open space 

and the communal laundry rooms; on upper level 

floors home spaces are host. 

The relationship among these three types of served 

spaces distributed in different level help me to 

determine the building system and the structure. 

For each lot there is a maximum density of three 

homes and contains as a whole: 

> Homes; 

> Access to the homes from the ground floor; 

> Open space and communal use on the ground 

floor; 

> A water cistern for water harvesting below 

ground. 

 

Each lot is independent from the rest and is laid out 

on any part of the site as long as the space is in 

good conditions for settling down. I created four 

different home solutions depending on the type of 

users, and free to combine within the lot. 

 

 

 

That is why the main goal in the architectonic solution is to module the construction system to the limit. 

Besides, home modulation lets me create efficient and compact lots increasing the site’s performance. 

Therefore, the staircase and the wet rooms -kitchen and bathrooms- remain still in the layout of the four 

home typologies. While the rest of the rooms can be both combined or partitioned depending on the 

number of occupants, families, couples or apartments. Always using this unique structural home module. 

 

BUILDING SYSTEM 

I achieved this random-to-use system of the interior home distribution because I designed a precast 

concrete perimetral structure: supporting structural system which consists of several Perforated Precast 

Concrete modules set together on site. The hollows of the concrete modules are 600mmx800mm. The 

structure is the building envelope –thermal mass- as well, and the voids are filled and closed depending 

on interiors’ distribution, determining 4 types of privacy levels and materials. 

 

The slab is solved with precast panels. Since construction criteria are tight and important, there is no 

counter ceiling due to structural design matters. On the other hand, indoor technical floors are projected. 

The light fittings are installed embedded in partition and perimetral walls. The foundation is a strip 

footing built on-site over which sits the precast perimetral wall on. The foundation must be built above 

groundwater level. 

 

PERIMETRAL HOLLOWS’ CLOSING TYPES 

The systems and materials that close the perimetral voids are classified following indoor privacy criteria: 

lightweight concrete, adjustable wooden slats and glazing, glazing or hollow: 

 

 


